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Abstract
Session types—a family of type systems for message-passing concurrency—have been subject to many
extensions where each extension comes with a separate type safety proof. These extensions cannot
be readily combined, and existing type safety proofs are generally not machine-checked, making
their correctness less trustworthy. We overcome these shortcomings with a semantic approach to
binary asynchronous affine session types using a logical relations model in the Iris framework in
Coq. We demonstrate the power of our approach by combining various forms of polymorphism and
recursion, asynchronous subtyping, unique and shared references, and locks/mutexes, with little
proof effort. As an additional benefit of the semantic approach we demonstrate how to integrate
manual verification of racy but safe programs as part of well-typed programs.
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Introduction

Session types [24] guarantee that message-passing programs comply to a protocol (session
fidelity), and do not crash (type safety). While session types are an active research area, we
believe the following challenges have not received the attention they deserve:
1. There exist extensions of session types with e.g., polymorphism [18], asynchronous
subtyping [34], and sharing via locks [4]. While type safety has been proven for each
extension in isolation, existing proofs cannot be readily composed.
2. Session types use substructural types to enforce a strict discipline of channel ownership.
While conventional session-type systems can type-check many useful programs, they
inherently exclude some programs that do not obey the ownership discipline, even if they
are in fact safe.
3. Only few session-type systems and their safety proofs have been machine-checked by a
proof assistant, making their correctness less trustworthy.
To address these challenges, we eschew the traditional syntactic approach to type safety (using
progress and preservation) and embrace the semantic approach to type safety [15, 1, 2, 25]
(using logical relations). In the semantic approach, the typing judgement is an open system
(defined in terms of the behaviour of programs), instead of a closed system (defined as an
inductive relation with a fixed set of rules). By being an open system, and due to recent
developments in program logics [27] and theorem proving [31, 29], we address the above
challenges as our system is easily extensible, allows for manual verification of safe programs
that do not obey the ownership discipline, and is well-suited for machine-checked proofs.
To concretely see how the semantic approach addresses the first two challenges, let us
take a look at the following “racy” program:
λ c. (recv c || recv c)

:

chan (?Z. ?Z. end) ( (Z × Z)

Two values are requested over channel c in parallel, and returned as a tuple (using the
operator || for parallel composition, and the type chan (?Z. ?Z. end) for a channel that
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expects to receive two integers). This program cannot be type-checked using conventional
session-type systems as channels are substructural/ownership types, and thus cannot be
owned by multiple threads at the same time. Nonetheless, this program is safe1 —the order
in which the values are received is irrelevant, as they have the same type.
The fact that this program cannot be type-checked is not a shortcoming of conventional
session-type systems. Since the correctness relies on a subtle argument (the recv is executed
exactly twice in parallel), it is unreasonable to expect to have syntactical typing rules that
account for it. Instead, it would be desirable if we could “drop down” to a manual typing proof
to show that the program has the ascribed type. Unfortunately, traditional inductively defined
typing judgements (` e : A) and the progress and preservation proof method cannot account
for manual proofs of untyped but safe programs. For the semantic typing judgement ( e : A),
on the other hand, typing rules (e.g., if  e1 : A1 and  e2 : A2 , then  (e1 , e2 ) : A1 × A2 ) are
proven as lemmas instead of being part of the type system’s definition. When considering
programs whose safety is subtle, one can thus extend the semantic type system by proving
additional lemmas like  λ c. (recv c || recv c) : chan (?Z. ?Z. end) ( (Z × Z).
In addition to extending the type system with typing rules, we also want to be able to
add type formers (e.g., for polymorphism, recursive types, and locks). We thus follow the
foundational approach [3, 1] by starting with an untyped language, for which we define types
as predicates over values. Type formers are then not part of the definition of the type system
either, and can be defined as combinators on these predicates.
Since session types revolve around a discipline of resource ownership, we define semantic
types not as set-theoretic predicates, but follow recent work [31, 25, 32, 43, 16] on defining
types as predicates in the Iris concurrent separation logic [28, 26, 30, 27]. This way, we can
reuse Iris’s facilities for dealing with e.g., resource ownership, recursion, polymorphism, and
concurrency, as well as its tactical support for proofs in Coq [31, 29].
While Iris provides the means to model standard types, as Iris predicates over values,
it does not readily provide the means to model session types. To remedy this shortcoming,
we make use of the Actris framework for message-passing in Iris [22]. Actris includes the
notion of dependent separation protocols, which are similar to session types in structure, and
were developed to prove functional correctness of message-passing programs. We show that
dependent separation protocols are well-suited for modelling session types semantically, and
thus provide a concise connection between session types and separation logic.
Contributions and Outline This paper presents an extensive machine-checked and semantic
account of binary (two-party) asynchronous (sends are non-blocking) affine (resources may
be discarded) session types. It makes the following contributions:
We define a semantic session-type system as a logical relation in Iris using Actris’s notion
of dependent separation protocols (§ 2).
We demonstrate the extensibility of our approach by adding subtyping, copyable types,
equi-recursion and polymorphism in term and session types, and mutexes (§ 3).
We demonstrate the benefit of our type system being open by integrating the manual
verification of safe but not type-checkable programs (§ 4).
We present Actris 2.0, which extends Actris with a notion of asynchronous subprotocols.
While this notion is designed for functional correctness proofs, it allows us to model the
combination of asynchronous subtyping and session type polymorphism (§ 5).
All of our results are mechanised in Coq (§ 7) and can be found in [23].
1

For simplicity, we assume that recv is atomic, otherwise a lock is needed. Even with a lock, conventional
session-type systems cannot handle this program.
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Term types:

Judgements:

∗

TypeF , Val → iProp
Γ  σ , (x,A)∈Γ . ∃v. (x, v) ∈ σ ∗ A v
any , λ w. True
Γ  e : A  Γ0 , ∀σ. (Γ  σ) −∗
wp e[σ] {v.A v ∗ (Γ0  σ)}
1 , λ w. w ∈ {()}
Γ l Γ1 ◦ Γ2 , ∀σ. (Γ  σ) ∗−∗ (Γ1  σ ∗ Γ2  σ)
Z , λ w. w ∈ Z
B , λ w. w ∈ B
refuniq A , λ w. ∃v. w ∈ Loc ∗ (w 7→ v) ∗ .(A v) Session types:
Type , iProto
A1 × A2 , λ w. ∃w1 , w2 . w = (w1 , w2 ) ∗
end , end
.(A1 w1 ) ∗ .(A2 w2 )
!A. S , ! (v : Val) hvi{.(A v)}. S
A1 + A2 , λ w. ∃v. (w = inl v ∗ .(A1 v)) ∨
?A. S , ? (v : Val) hvi{.(A v)}. S
(w = inr v ∗ .(A2 v))
~ , ! (l : Z) hli{.(l ∈ dom(S))
~ }. S(l)
~
⊕{S}
A ( B , λ w. ∀v. .(A v) −∗ wp w v {B}
~
~
~
&{S} , ? (l : Z) hli{.(l ∈ dom(S))}. S(l)
chan S , λ w. w  S
Figure 1 Semantic typing for simply-typed session types.
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Tour of the Semantic Session Typing

We give a tour of the semantic approach by developing a semantic type system using logical
relations for the simply-typed fragment of a session-type system. Our development follows the
standard approach to logical relations in Iris [31, 25, 32, 43, 16], but we take the foundational
approach to semantic type safety [3, 1] to the full extent. In particular, we do not define a
syntactic type system and give an interpretation of that, but define type formers simply as
combinators on semantic types (§ 2.1) and session types (§ 2.2). This approach gives rise to
an open type system that can easily be extended with new type formers (§ 3), and it eases
mechanisation as we can use Coq’s meta-level binding for binding in types (§ 7).
We use an untyped higher-order functional programming language with concurrency,
unique references, and binary asynchronous message passing:
v ∈ Val ::= () | i | b | ` | c | rec f (x) = e | . . .
(i ∈ Z, b ∈ B, ` ∈ Loc, c ∈ Chan)
e ∈ Expr ::= v | x | rec f (x) = e | e1 (e2 ) | e1 || e2 | ref (e) | ! e | e1 ← e2 |
new_chan () | send e1 e2 | recv e | . . .
We omit the standard operations on pairs, sums, etc. We write λ x. e for rec _(x) = e, and
let x = e1 in e2 for (λ x. e2 ) e1 , and e1 ; e2 for let _ = e1 in e2 . Message passing is given
an asynchronous semantics: new_chan () returns a pair (c1 , c2 ) of channel endpoints that
operate on buffers (~v1 , ~v2 ) that are initially empty, send ci w enqueues message w in ~vi ,
while recv ci blocks until a message w is available in ~v(if i=2 then 1 else 2) , and then dequeues
and returns w. Parallel composition e1 || e2 executes e1 and e2 in parallel and returns the
results as a tuple. The language also supports fork and compare-and-swap.

2.1

Term Types

The definitions are shown in Figure 1. Types Typek are indexed by kinds; F for term types
and  for session types. Meta-variables A, B ∈ TypeF are used for term types, S ∈ Type
for session types, and K ∈ Typek for types of any kind. Term types TypeF , Val → iProp
are defined as Iris predicates over values, where iProp is the type of Iris propositions. Session
types Type , iProto are defined as dependent separation protocols of Actris (§ 2.2).
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Type Formers The ground types (the unit type 1, Boolean type B, and integer type Z) are
defined through membership of the corresponding set ({()}, B, and Z, respectively). The type
former refuniq A for uniquely owned references, and the type former A1 × A2 for products
nicely demonstrate the advantage of separation logic—since types (TypeF , Val → iProp)
are not set-theoretic predicates, but Iris predicates, they do not just describe knowledge,
but also cover the substructural aspects of session types by describing which resources are
owned. We make use of the points-to connective w 7→ v of separation logic to describe that
refuniq A consists of the locations w ∈ Loc that hold a value v for which the resources A v
are owned. We make use of the separating conjunction (∗) to describe that A1 × A2 consists
of tuples (w1 , w2 ), where the resources A1 w1 and A2 w2 are owned separately. In addition to
the aforementioned standard connectives of separation logic, we use Iris’s later modality (.)
to ensure that type formers are contractive, which is needed to model equi-recursive types as
we further detail in § 3.
Another type former that shows the benefits of separation logic is the function type
A ( B. It describes the values w that when applied to an argument consume the resources
A, and in return, produce the resources B. The definition .(A v) −∗ wp w v {B} makes use of
the magic wand (−∗) of separation logic and the weakest precondition connective (wp e {Φ}) of
Iris.2 The weakest precondition wp e {Φ} dictates that given a postcondition Φ : Val → iProp,
the expression e is safe, and if it reduces to a value v, then Φ v holds.
It is important to stress that none of the above definitions involve explicit accounting of
resources—all of that is handled implicitly by working in separation logic.
Typing Judgement Since the types of references and channels can change via strong updates,
we use a typing judgement Γ  e : A  Γ0 (defined in Figure 1) with a pre- and post-context
Γ, Γ0 ∈ String * TypeF , which describe the types of variables before and after execution of
e. As is standard in logical relations, we use closing substitutions σ ∈ String * Val and an
auxiliary judgement Γ  σ. The definition of this judgement employs the iterated separation
conjunction (x,A)∈Γ to ensure that for each variable binding (x, A) in Γ there is a binding
(x, v) in σ for which the resources A v are owned separately. The typing judgement is then
defined in terms of Iris’s weakest precondition. That is, given a closing substitution σ and
resources Γ  σ for the pre-context Γ, the weakest precondition holds for e (under substitution
with σ), with the post-condition stating that the resources A v for the resulting value v are
owned separately from the resources Γ0  σ for the post-context Γ0 .
The splitting relation Γ l Γ1 ◦ Γ2 states that the resources governed by the context Γ
can be split into contexts Γ1 and Γ2 . It is defined semantically (using the bi-wand ∗−∗ and
Γ  σ judgement), and it enjoys the usual splitting rules as lemmas. We often inline Γ1 ◦ Γ2
to denote the existence of a context Γ for which Γ l Γ1 ◦ Γ2 holds.

∗

Typing Rules Now that the type formers and the typing judgement are in place, we can prove
each typing rule by unfolding the definition of the semantic typing judgement Γ  e : A  Γ0
and proving the corresponding proposition in Iris. Examples of typing rules are:
Γ, (x : A)  x : A  Γ, (x : any)
Γ1  e1 : A  Γ2

Γ, (x : refuniq A)  ! x : A  Γ, (x : refuniq any)

Γ2 , (x : A)  e2 : B  Γ3

Γ1  (let x = e1 in e2 ) : B  Γ3 \ x

2

Γ1  e1 : A1  Γ01

Γ2  e2 : A2  Γ02

Γ1 ◦ Γ2  e1 || e2 : A1 × A2  Γ01 ◦ Γ02

Weakest preconditions wp e {Φ} are contractive in Φ if e is not a value. As such, no later modality is
needed around B in the definition of A ( B.
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Actris dependent separation protocol rules for channels:

wp new_chan () (c, c0 ). c  prot ∗ c0  prot

c  ! ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot ∗ . P [~t/~x] −∗ wp send c (v[~t/~x]) c  prot[~t/~x]
c  ? ~x :~τ hvi{. P }. prot −∗ wp recv c {w. ∃~y . (w = v[~y /~x]) ∗ c  prot[~y /~x] ∗ P [~y /~x]}
Semantic typing rules for channels:
Γ  new_chan () : chan S × chan S  Γ
Γ  e : A  Γ0 , (x : chan (!A. S))
Γ  send x e : 1  Γ0 , (x : chan S)

Γ, (x : chan (?A. S))  recv x : A  Γ, (x : chan S)
1≤i≤n

Γ, (x : chan (⊕{l1 : S1 , . . . , ln : Sn }))  select x li : 1  Γ, (x : chan Si )
Γ, (x : chan S1 )  e1 : A  Γ0 · · · Γ, (x : chan Sn )  en : A  Γ0
Γ, (x : chan (&{l1 : S1 , . . . , ln : Sn }))  branch x with l1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | ln ⇒ en : A  Γ0
Figure 2 The Actris and semantic typing rules for channels.

Since we are working in a substructural type system, reading from a variable or loading from
a location causes ownership to be moved out, i.e., the type becomes any, which asserts no
ownership. The above rules also move out ground types (1, B, and Z), we address how these
can be retained in § 3. To account for strong-updates, the rule for let-expressions threads
contexts through the constituents. The variable x is added to the pre-context Γ2 of e2 , and
removed from Γ3 to ensure that it does not escape the scope of e2 . The parallel composition
rule states that the pre-context needs to be split into disjoint parts Γ1 and Γ2 , which are
moved to their respective threads. The post-contexts Γ01 and Γ02 are joined in the end.
Since the proofs of typing these rules are carried out in Iris, which implicitly takes care
of resource accounting by being a separation logic, they typically involve just a couple of
lines of Coq code in the mechanisation thanks to Iris’s tactics for separation logic [31, 29].
Type Safety Type safety means: if ∅  e : A  Γ, then e is safe, i.e., e will not get stuck
w.r.t. the operational semantics. For syntactic type systems, type safety is usually proven via
progress and preservation theorems. For our semantic type system, we get type safety from
Iris’s adequacy theorem, which states that a closed proof of a weakest precondition implies
safety [30, 27]. Note that our type system is affine (resources are not explicitly deallocated),
and thus the post-context Γ need not be empty. We use an affine type system because that
allows more practical programs to be typeable, while giving the desired safety result.

2.2

Session Types

Now that the core semantic type system is in place, we extend it with session types (i.e.,
protocols). In this section we consider the basic type formers for sending a message !A. S,
~ and branching &{S},
~
receiving a message ?A. S, the choice primitives for selection ⊕{S}
~ : Z * Type , and often write S
~ = l1 : S1 , . . . ln : Sn . The
and the terminator end. We let S
term type chan S dictates that a term is a channel that follows the session type S.
Dependent Separation Protocols Session types are defined in terms of Actris’s dependent
separation protocols [22], which are similar to session types in structure, but can express
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functional properties of the transferred data. Dependent separation protocols prot ∈ iProto
are streams of ! ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot and ? ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot constructors that are either infinite
or finite. Here, v is the value that is being sent or received, P is an Iris proposition denoting
the ownership of the resources being transferred as part of the message, and the logical
variables ~x : ~τ bind into v, P , and prot to constrain the message. Finite protocols are
ultimately terminated by an end constructor. As an example, the dependent separation
protocol ! (` : Loc) (i : Z) h`i{` 7→ i ∗ 10 ≤ i}. ? h()i{` 7→ (i + 1)}. end expresses that an integer reference whose value is at least 10 is sent, after which the recipient increments it by one
and sends back a unit token () along with the reference ownership.
The construct c  prot denotes ownership of a channel c with a dependent separation
protocol prot. The Actris proof rules are shown in Figure 2. The rule for new_chan () allows
ascribing any protocol to a newly created channel, obtaining ownership of c  prot and
c0  prot for the respective endpoints. Here, prot is the dual of prot in which any receive (?)
is turned into a send (!), and vice versa. The rule for send c w requires the head of the
protocol to be a send (!), and the value w that is sent to match up with the ascribed value.
Concretely, to send a message w, one needs to give up ownership of c  ! ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot,
pick an appropriate instantiation ~t for the variables ~x : ~τ so that w = v[~t/~x], and give up
ownership of the associated resources P [~t/~x]. Subsequently, one gets back ownership of the
protocol tail prot[~t/~x]. The rule for recv c is essentially dual to the rule for send c w. One
needs to give up ownership of c  ? ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot, and in return acquires the resources
P [~y /~x], the return value w where w = v[~y /~x], and finally the ownership of the protocol tail
prot[~y /~x], where ~y are instances of the variables of the protocol.
Semantics of Session Types The definitions of session types are shown in Figure 1. Since
session types (Type ) are defined as dependent separation protocols iProto, the channel
type chan S is defined in terms of Actris’s connective for channel ownership w  S, and
duality S of session types S is inherited from Actris. The definition of the terminator (end),
send (!), and receive (?) follow from their dependent separation protocol counterparts. For
example !A. S is defined as ! (v : Val) hvi{.(A v)}. S. It says that a value v is sent along with
ownership of A v. Similar to term type formers, the later modality (.) is put in place to
achieve contractiveness, needed for equi-recursive types (§ 3).
~ and &{S}
~ do not have a direct dependent separation protocol
While the choice types ⊕{S}
~ is defined as
counterpart, they can be defined using send and receive. For example, ⊕{S}
~
~
~
! (l : Z) hli{.(l ∈ dom(S))}. S(l). It expresses that a valid label l ∈ dom(S) (modelled as an
integer) is sent. This definition makes use of the fact that dependent separation protocols
~
are dependent, as the protocol tail S(l)
depends on the label l that is sent.
Session Typing Rules The session typing rules are shown in Figure 2. Since the channel
operations perform strong updates, the typing rules require channels to be variables so they
can update the context. Given the close similarity between Actris and session typing, the
typing rules follow from the Actris rules up to minor separation logic reasoning. The rules
for select and branch demonstrate the extensibility of our approach. Our language does
not have these operations as primitives, but they can be defined as macros:
select x l , send x l
branch x with l1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | ln ⇒ en , let y = recv x in if y = l1 then e1 else · · ·
if y = ln then en else () ()
Safety of the branch operation guarantees that the stuck expression () () is never executed,
and hence, one of the branches is always found.
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Extending the Type System

We demonstrate the extensibility of our approach to session types by adding subtyping,
copyable types, equi-recursion, polymorphism, and locks/mutexes.
Term-Level Subtyping Subtyping A <: B indicates that any member of type A is also a
member of type B. As stronger type predicates permit fewer members than weaker ones, we
define the semantic subtyping relation as the point-wise lifting of the magic wand:
A <: B , ∀v. A v −∗ B v
Since Iris weakest preconditions are closed under magic wands, i.e., they enjoy the proof
rule (∀v. Φ1 v −∗ Φ2 v) −∗ wp e {Φ1 } −∗ wp e {Φ2 }, no change to the definition of the semantic
typing judgement Γ  e : B  Γ0 (defined in Figure 1) is needed. We prove the subsumption
rule together with the conventional subtyping rules as mere lemmas. For example:
A <: B

Γ  e : A  Γ0

Γe:BΓ

0

A <: A

A <: B

B <: C

A <: C

A <: B
refuniq A <: refuniq B

Although the type formers we defined so far do not enjoy any non-structural subtyping rules
apart from A <: any, we prove more rules throughout the paper while extending the type
system. In § 5 we add subtyping for session types as well.
Copyable Types and Shared References As session-type systems are substructural, types
denote ownership and can be used only once. This becomes evident by the variable and load
rules from § 2.1, which move out ownership by turning the element type into any. While
moving out ownership is necessary for soundness in general, this is too restrictive for types
such as B, Z, Z ∗ B that do not assert ownership of any resources, and need not be moved
out. We therefore extend the type system with a notion of copyable types. Concretely, we
define type formers copy and copy, and a property copyable:
copy A , λ w. (A w)

copyable A , A <: copy A

copy A , λ w. coreP (A w)

The type former copy uses the  modality of Iris, which makes a proposition persistent.
Persistent propositions can be duplicated freely by the proof rule  P −∗ ( P ∗ P ). The
property copyable A simply states that A can be subtyped into copy A, and thus copyable
types can be used without being moved. Ground types (1, B, Z) and copy are copyable,
and copyable is closed under products and sums. Note that copyable is not closed under
functions A ( B, as they can capture resources from the context. We therefore define
A → B , copy (A ( B) for the copyable (i.e., unrestricted) function type.
The type former copy is the inverse of copy. It is defined using Iris’s coreP modality,
which is persistent, and enjoys the rule coreP ( P ) −∗ P . This gives that copy is copyable,
as well as the subtyping copy (copy A) <: A. We use copy to formulate more flexible rules
for variables, load, and other operators that move out ownership:
Γ, (x : A)  x : A  Γ, (x : copy A)

Γ, (x : refuniq A)  ! x : A  Γ, (x : refuniq (copy A))

These rules are strictly more general than the rules in § 2.1, as we can always subtype to any.
However, if A is copyable, then copy A <: A, meaning we can avoid moving out ownership.
Making use of the fact that the splitting judgement (Γ l Γ1 ◦ Γ2 ) is defined semantically, we
extend it by proving a lemma that allows variables of copyable type to be used in Γ1 and Γ2 .
Another example of a copyable type that can be added to our type system is that of shared
references refshr A, whose definition is refshr A , λ w. (w ∈ Loc) ∗ ∃v. (w 7→ v) ∗ (A v) .
This definition makes use of Iris invariants P , which state that P holds at all times. As the
definition is standard for Iris-style logical relations it is out of scope for this paper.
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Equi-Recursive Term and Session Types We extend the type system with equi-recursive
types using Iris’s operator µ (x : τ ). t for guarded recursion [35]. The operator is guarded as
it requires the variable x to appear in a contractive or guarded position, e.g., in the argument
P of the later modality . P , the postcondition Φ of a weakest precondition wp e {Φ}, or the
tail prot of a protocol ! ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot or ? ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot. We lift the guarded recursion
operator of Iris into a kinded operator for equi-recursion in the type system:
µ (X : k). K , µ (X : Typek ). K

(K must be contractive in X)

To utilise equi-recursion, we carefully put later modalities in the definitions of the type
formers to ensure they are contractive in all arguments. As such, we can construct arbitrary
recursive term and session types, including examples from the session type literature [20], such
as µ (X : ). !(chan X). X, where the recursion variable X occurs in the type of messages.
It is worth noting that most existing logical relation developments in Iris model isorecursive types. Instead of putting later modalities in the definitions of type formers, they
put a later modality in the definition of the recursion operator. This avoids the contractive
side-condition, but requires “fold” and “unfold” operators in the language.
Polymorphism in Term and Session Types Following other logical relation developments
in Iris, we make use of Iris’s logical quantifiers to extend our type system with kinded
polymorphism at the term level:
∀(X : k). A , λ w. ∀(X : Typek ). wp w () {A}
∃(X : k). A , λ w. ∃(X : Typek ). .(A w)
These types are defined in the style of parametricity—they quantify over semantic types
X : Typek . This is possible because Iris supports higher-order impredicative quantification
(i.e., quantification over Iris predicates). Values of the universal types are thunks (if  e : A,
then  λ _. e : ∀X. A) as shown by the weakest precondition in the definition. The typing
rules for term-level polymorphism are standard and thus elided.
A more interesting extension is polymorphism in session types [18]. A simple example is
an interaction with a polymorphic “mapper” service µ (rec : ). !(X,Y :F) (X ( Y ). !X. ?Y. rec
that allows sending a function X ( Y and an input X, and in return receive the output Y .
Different types can be picked for the type variables X and Y at each recursive iteration.
To extend our type system with polymorphism in session types, we redefine the send and
~ for type variables:
receive session types to include binders X
~
~
!X:
~ ~
k A. S , ! (X : Typek )(v : Val) hvi{.(A v)}. S
~ )(v : Val) hvi{.(A v)}. S
~ : Type
? ~ ~ A. S , ? (X
k
X:k

This definition relies on the fact that binders ~x :~τ in Actris’s dependent separation protocols
! ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot and ? ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot are higher-order and impredicative.
The typing rules are extended to allow instantiation of binders when sending a message
and elimination of type variables when receiving a message. The rule for receive becomes:
Γ, (x : chan S), (y : A)  e : B  Γ0

~ free in Γ, Γ0 , and B
X

0
Γ, (x : chan (?X:
~ ~
k A. S))  let y = recv x in e : B  Γ \ {x}

~
This rule requires the result y of recv to be let-bound to ensure that the type variables X
cannot escape into Γ0 or B.
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R −∗ wp newlock () {lk. isLock lk R}
isLock lk R −∗ wp acquire lk {R}
isLock lk R ∗ R −∗ wp release lk {True}

Γ, (x : A)  newmutex x : mutex A  Γ
Γ, (x : mutex A)  acquire x : A  Γ, (x : mutex A)
Γ  e : A  Γ0 , (x : mutex A)
Γ  release x e : 1  Γ0 , (x : mutex A)

Figure 3 The Iris proof rules and semantic typing rules for locks/mutexes.

Locks and Mutexes Since channels (of type chan S) are substructural, they can be used
by at most one thread at the same time. Balzer et al. [4] proposed a more liberal extension
of session types that allows channels to be shared between multiple threads via locks. We
show that we can achieve a similar kind of sharing by extending our type system with a type
former mutex A of mutexes (i.e., lock-protected values of type A) inspired by Rust’s Mutex
library. For example, mutexes make it possible to share the channel to the “mapper” service
from the previous section between multiple clients—they can acquire the mutex, request any
number of mapping actions, retrieve the corresponding results, and then release the mutex:

mutex µ (rec : ). !(X,Y :F) (X ( Y ). !X. ?Y. rec
The mutex type former is copyable, and comes with operations newmutex to allocate a mutex,
acquire to acquire a mutex by blocking until no other thread holds it, and release to release
the mutex. The typing rules are shown in Figure 3 and include the type former mutex, which
signifies that the mutex is acquired.
To extend our type system with mutexes we make use of the locks library that is available
in Iris. This library consists of operations newlock, acquire, and release, which are similar
to the mutex operations, but do not protect a value. The mutex operations are defined in
terms of locks as follows:
newmutex , λ y. (newlock (), ref y)
acquire , λ x. acquire (fst x); ! (snd x)
release , λ x y. (snd x) ← y; release (fst x)
That is, newmutex creates a lock alongside a boxed value. The value can then be acquired
with acquire, which first acquires the lock. Finally, release moves the value back into the
box, and releases the lock.
The Iris rules for locks are shown in Figure 3 and make use of the representation predicate
isLock lk R, which expresses that a lock lk guards the resources R. When creating a new
lock one has to give up ownership of R, and in turn, obtains the representation predicate
isLock lk R. The representation is persistent, so it can be freely duplicated. When entering
a critical section using acquire lk, a thread gets exclusive ownership of R, which has to be
given up when releasing the lock using release lk. Using the lock representation predicate,
we define the following type formers for mutexes:
mutex A , λ w. ∃lk, `. (w = (lk, `)) ∗ isLock lk (∃v. (` 7→ u) ∗ .(A v))
mutex A , λ w. ∃lk, `. (w = (lk, `)) ∗ isLock lk (∃v. (` 7→ u) ∗ .(A v)) ∗ (` 7→ −)
The mutex type former states that its values are pairs of locks and boxed values. The mutex
type former additionally asserts ownership of the reference, implying that the lock has been
acquired. The typing rules for mutexes as shown in Figure 3 are proven as lemmas.
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4

Manual Typing Proofs

We demonstrate how programs that are not typeable using the typing rules can be typed
via a manual proof in Iris/Actris. We call such proofs manual typing proofs. Consider the
example from the introduction (where the locks have been made explicit):
threadprog , λ c lk. acquire lk; let x = recv c in release lk; x
lockprog , λ c. let lk = newlock () in (threadprog c lk || threadprog c lk)
We would like to prove  lockprog : chan (?Z. ?Z. end) ( (Z × Z). This typing judgement is
not derivable from the typing rules we presented so far, even if we were to use mutexes instead
of plain locks. After all, the channel type changes each time the lock/mutex is required and
released. Fortunately, we can unfold the definition of the semantic typing judgement, which
gives us the following proof obligation in Iris/Actris:
(c  ? (v1 : Val) hv1 i{.(v1 ∈ Z)}. ? (v2 : Val) hv2 i{.(v2 ∈ Z)}. end) −∗
wp lockprog c {v. ∃v1 , v2 . (v = (v1 , v2 )) ∗ .(v1 ∈ Z) ∗ .(v2 ∈ Z)}
The proof is carried out using Iris’s ghost state machinery. We use a fractional ghost resource
γ
q with q ∈ (0, 1]Q , which reflects how much of the channel protocol its owner is allowed to
resolve, as enforced by the following lock invariant:
chaninv , (c  ? (v1 : Val) hv1 i{.(v1 ∈ Z)}. ? (v2 : Val) hv2 i{.(v2 ∈ Z)}. end) ∨
γ
(c  ? (v2 : Val) hv2 i{.(v2 ∈ Z)}. end) ∗ 1/2
∨
γ
(c  end) ∗ 1

(1)
(2)
(3)

This invariant describes that the channel is in one of three states: (1) no values have been
received yet, (2) one value has been received, or (3) all values have been received. State
(2) and (3) assert half and full ownership of the ghost resource, respectively to adequately
require giving up ones capability of taking a step when performing a receive.
γ
The proof is carried out by allocating full ownership of a ghost resource 1 (with a fresh
ghost variable name γ), after which the lock predicate isLock lk chaninv is allocated by giving
γ
up full ownership of the channel c. The ghost resource is split into two halves 1/2 , which
are each delegated to a thread, along with the persistent lock predicate isLock lk chaninv.
Both threads have the same proof obligation, namely showing that they return an integer:
γ
isLock lk chaninv ∗ 1/2
−∗ wp threadprog c lk {v. v ∈ Z}
The verification is carried out as follows. First, the lock invariant is obtaining by acquiring the
lock. The channel can either be in state (1) or (2), as having half of the ownership excludes
the possibility of the full ownership being in the lock (and thereby state (3)). Regardless
of being in state (1) or (2), the thread takes a step of the protocol by receiving the value,
and then releases the lock by giving up ownership of the updated channel along with their
ownership fragment, giving up their capability of taking another step.

5

Actris 2.0: Subprotocols

As demonstrated in § 3, a benefit of the semantic approach is that existing features of Iris
and Actris can be used to extend the type system. We now extend Actris with a new feature
of subprotocols that lets us extend the type system with a rich notion of protocol subtyping.
We call the extension of Actris with subprotocols Actris 2.0.
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Actris 2.0 subprotocol rules:
(prot 1 v prot 2 ) −∗ (c  prot 1 ) −∗ (c  prot 2 )

(1)

.(prot 1 v prot 2 ) −∗ (! hvi{P }. prot 1 v ! hvi{P }. prot 2 )

(2)

.(prot 1 v prot 2 ) −∗ (? hvi{P }. prot 1 v ? hvi{P }. prot 2 )

(3)

? hv1 i{P1 }. ! hv2 i{P2 }. prot v ! hv2 i{P2 }. ? hv1 i{P1 }. prot

P [~t/~x] −∗ ! ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot v ! hv[~t/~x]i{True}. prot[~t/~x]

P [~t/~x] −∗ ? hv[~t/~x]i{True}. prot[~t/~x] v ? ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot

d 1 v ! hvi{True}. prot 2 −∗ (prot
d 1 v ! ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot 2 )
∀~x :~τ . P −∗ prot

d 2 −∗ (? ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot 1 v prot
d 2)
∀~x :~τ . P −∗ ? hvi{True}. prot 1 v prot

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Session subtyping rules:
S1 <: S2

A2 <: A1

chan S1 <: chan S2

S1 <: S2

A1 <: A2

!A1 . S1 <: !A2 . S2

?A1 . !A2 . S <: !A2 . ?A1 . S
~ X].
~ S[K/
~ X]
~
! ~ ~ A. S <: !A[K/
(X:k)

~ X].
~ S[K/
~ X]
~ <: ? ~ ~ A. S
?A[K/
(X:k)

S1 <: S2

?A1 . S1 <: ?A2 . S2

Sb1 <: !A. S2

?A. S1 <: Sb2

Sb1 <: !(X:
~ ~
k) A. S2

b
?(X:
~ ~
k) A. S1 <: S2

Figure 4 A selection of the Actris 2.0 subprotocol and session subtyping rules.

Subtyping in session types allows sending subtypes and receiving supertypes, as well as
increasing and reducing the range of choices for branchings and selections, respectively:
A2 <: A1

S1 <: S2

!A1 . S1 <: !A2 . S2

A1 <: A2

S1 <: S2

?A1 . S1 <: ?A2 . S2

~2 ⊆ S
~1
S

~1 ⊆ S
~2
S

~1 } <: ⊕{S
~2 }
⊕{S

~1 } <: &{S
~2 }
&{S

This is essential for program reuse, e.g., any program that handles more choices than indicated
by a branch type should be able to accept a channel with that branch type.
In the context of asynchronous session types, one can further extend subtyping with a
“swapping” rule ?A1 . !A2 . S <: !A2 . ?A1 . S that allows performing sends ahead of receives.
This is called asynchronous subtyping [34]. For example, using this rule, the client of the
“mapper” protocol µ (rec : ). !(X,Y :F) (X ( Y ). !X. ?Y. rec from § 3 can “swap” sends ahead
of receives. It can thus send multiple requests at once, and only then await the results.
While the original version of Actris was built on top of asynchronous channels, it did not
exploit their asynchronous nature since it did not support asynchronous subtyping (in fact,
it did not support subtyping at all). We extend Actris to Actris 2.0 by extending it with a
subprotocol relation prot 1 v prot 2 . The subprotocol relation generalises the usual kind of
subtyping in session types—including asynchronous subtyping—to the logical level and can
be used for functional correctness proofs. In addition, we show that our new subprotocol
relation can be used to extend our semantic type system with a rich notion of subtyping.
Our notion of subtyping supports new rules for session type polymorphism that integrate
with asynchronous subtyping. Lastly, we show that Löb induction can be used to prove
subtyping relations for recursive session types.
Subprotocols Actris 2.0 extends Actris with a subprotocol relation prot 1 v prot 2 that is
a reflexive, transitive, and enjoys the rules in Figure 4. The first four rules generalise the
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conventional rules of session types: (1) protocol ownership (c  prot) is closed under subprotocols, (2) and (3) subprotocols are compatible with send and receive, (4) subprotocols are
closed under “swapping“ sends ahead of receives. Rule (5) states that given ! ~x :~τ hvi{P }. prot,
we can instantiate the binders ~x :~τ and give up ownership of P before performing the physical
send operation. Rule (5) may appear limited, since all binders ~x :~τ and the resource P needs
to be instantiated in one go. However, using rule (7) we can first eliminate binders. For
example, assuming `02 7→ 22, this combination of rules makes it possible to prove:
! (`1 , `2 : Loc) h(`1 , `2 )i{`1 7→ 20 ∗ `2 7→ 22}. prot v ! (`1 : Loc) h(`1 , `02 )i{`1 7→ 20}. prot
Rule (6) and (8) are similar, but for receives. Rule (7) and (8) can only be used if the other
d to refer to non-end protocols.
protocol is not end. Hence, we use the notation prot
To see subprotocols in action, let us reconsider the example lockprog from § 4. Using
Actris, we can give this program the following specification for functional correctness:
(c  ? (v1 : Val) hv1 i.? (v2 : Val) hv2 i{Φ v1 v2 }. end) −∗
wp (lockprog c) {v. ∃(w1 , w2 : Val). v = (w1 , w2 ) ∗ (Φ w1 w2 ∨ Φ w2 w1 )}
This specification states that the program returns a tuple of the two expected integers in any
order, satisfying some predicate Φ : Val → Val → iProp. With this specification at hand, it
would be nonsensical to reprove the program to establish the semantic typing judgement.
However, with Actris 2.0’s we can prove the following subprotocol relation:
?Z. ?Z. end v ? (v1 : Val) hv1 i{True}. ? (v2 : Val) hv2 i{Z v1 ∗ Z v2 }. end
We can then prove  lockprog : chan (?Z. ?Z. end) ( (Z × Z) from rule (1) and the above
functional correctness specification by choosing Φ v1 v2 , Z w1 ∗ Z w2 .
Soundness of Actris 2.0. Similar to the original version, Actris 2.0 is defined as a library
in Iris. The type iProto is defined using Iris’s solver for recursive domain equations, and the
protocol ownership (c  prot) is defined as an Iris definition using its mechanisms for ghost
state. Non-trivial modifications to these definitions were needed to add the subprotocol
relation (prot 1 v prot 2 ). The definitions are all mechanised in Coq, but require a level of
knowledge about Iris that is out of scope for this paper.
Asynchronous Subtyping Since session types are defined as Actris protocols, we define the
semantic subtyping relation for session types as the subprotocol relation:
S <: T , S v T
A selection of subtyping rules is shown in Figure 4. The notation Sb refers to any non-end
session type. Due to the close similarity between subtyping and subprotocols, the standard
subtyping rules from session types, including the “swapping” rule, are a direct consequence
of Actris 2.0’s rules. In addition to the standard rules, our type system thus also includes
novel rules for dealing with polymorphism in session types via the (asynchronous) subtyping
relation. In particular, we can apply the “swapping” rule under polymorphic binders.
Guarded Coinductive Subprotocols Since Actris’s protocols and subprotocol relation are
defined coinductively (via Iris’s machinery for guarded recursion), we can use Iris’s support
for Löb induction to reason about recursive procotols. Löb induction allows one to assume
. Q (“later” Q) while proving Q. This can, among others, be combined with rules (2) and (3)
from Figure 4 for subprotocols. These rules have a later (.) in their premise, and thus make
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it possible to obtain the Löb induction hypothesis “now” (i.e., without .). For example, Löb
induction allows us to prove the following subtyping relation of the “mapper” protocol:
µ (rec : ). !(X,Y :F) (X ( Y ). !X. ?Y. rec
<: µ (rec : ). !(X1 ,X2 :F) (X1 ( B). !X1 . !(X2 ( Z). !X2 . ?B. ?Z. rec
The idea of proving subtyping coinductively was proposed by Brandt and Henglein [6], but
we formulate it in terms of Löb induction, and apply it to session types.

6

Related Work

Session Types Seminal work on subtyping for binary recursive session types for a synchronous pi-calculus was done by Gay and Hole [19]. Mostrous et al. expanded on this
work by adding support for multi-party asynchronous recursive session types [34], and later
for higher-order process calculi [33]. Their work also includes an output-input swapping
rule, similar to our swapping rule in Figure 4. Even though the original paper claims that
subtyping is decidable, it was later proven to not be the case by Bravetti et al. [7], precisely
because of this swapping rule. Another extension for multi-party session types was done by
Padovani et al., who explored adding liveness properties on top of safety [36, 37].
Gay [18] introduced bounded polymorphic session types where branches contain type
variables for term types with upper and lower bounds. This work neither supports recursive
types, session subtyping, nor delegation, but Gay hypothesised that recursion could be done.
Dardha et al. [14] expanded on this work by adding subtyping and delegation, while still only
conjecturing that recursion was a possible extension. Caires et al. [8] devised a polymorphic
session type system for the synchronous pi-calculus with existential and universal quantifiers
at the type-level, but not at the session-level. However, like Gay’s work, their system supports
neither recursive types nor subtyping.
Balzer et al. [4, 5] proposed a session-type system that allows sharing of channels via locks.
Their system contains unrestricted types that can be shared, linear types that cannot, and
modalities to move between the two through the use of locks. Our mutex type works similarly
with copyable types, but our system is more general, as the copyable types tie into Iris’s
general-purpose mechanisms for sharing. We can also impose mutexes on only one endpoint
of a channel, while they require mutual locking on both ends, and integrate manual typing
proofs of racy programs. They provide proofs for subject reduction and type preservation,
not just for type safety, but also for deadlock freedom, which we do not consider.
Logical Relations Logical relations have been studied extensively in the context of Iris,
for type safety of type systems [31, 25, 21], program refinement [31, 32, 43, 45, 16], robust
safety [42], and non-interference [17]. The most immediately related work in this area is the
RustBelt project [25], which uses logical relations to prove type safety and datarace-freedom
of a large subset of Rust and its standard libraries, focusing on Rust’s lifetime and borrowing
mechanism. RustBelt employs the foundational approach to logical relations in its Coq
development, from which we have drawn much inspiration. Giarrusso et al. [21] used logical
relations in Iris to prove type safety of a version of Scala’s core calculus DOT, which has a
rich notion of subtyping, but is different in nature from session subtyping.
The connection between logic and session types has been studied through the CurryHoward correspondence by e.g., Caires et al. [9], Wadler [46], Carbone et al. [10], and Dardha
et al. [13]. As part of this line of work, Perez et al. used logical relations to prove termination
(strong normalisation) [38] and confluence [39] of session-based concurrent systems.
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Mechanisation of Session Types Mechanisations pertaining to session types are all fairly
recent. There are two other mechanisations of session types in Iris. Tassarotti et al. [43]
proved termination preserving refinements for a compiler from a session-typed language to a
functional language where message buffers are modelled on the heap. Hinrichsen et al. [22]
developed the Actris mechanisation that this work is built on top of. Both lines of work focus
on different properties than type safety, and consider neither subprotocols or subtyping.
Gay et al. [20] explored various notions of duality, mechanising their results in Agda,
and demonstrate that allowing duality to distribute over the recursive µ-operator yields an
unsound system when type variables appear in messages. In our setup duality does not
distribute over µ, but recursive definitions must be unfolded to expose the session type before
duality can be applied. Even so, we can use Löb induction to prove (subtyping) properties of
recursive types and their duals.
Castro et al. [11] focused on the meta theory of binary session types for synchronous
communication, and prove in Coq, using the locally nameless approach to variable binding,
subject reduction and that typing judgements are preserved by structural congruence.
Thiemann [44] mechanised an intrinsically-typed definitional interpreter for a sessiontyped language with recursive types and subtyping in Agda. The mechanisation did, however,
require a substantial amount of manual book keeping, in particular for properties about
resource separation. Rouvoet et al. [41] streamlined the intrinsically-typed approach by
developing separation logic like abstractions in Agda. They applied these abstractions to a
small session-typed language without recursive types, subtyping, or polymorphism.
Craciun et al. [12] introduced a separation logic with a session type flavour that has
similarities with Actris. Their logic supports mutable state, message passing (including
delegation), and branching. Additionally it includes a notion of protocol entailment, which,
even though it is similar to subtyping, is not asynchronous and is not a first-class connective
of the logic like our notion of subprotocols. The latter means that the types of ownership
transfers we allow (rules 5-8 in Figure 4) are not permissible. Their work targets functional
correctness rather than type safety, does not support higher-order functions, nor integration
with other concurrency primitives such as locks/mutexes. While their work has not been
mechanised in a proof assistant, programs can be verified using the HIP/SLEEK verifier.

7

Concluding Remarks and Mechanisation in Coq

We have shown how the foundational semantic approach to type safety can be applied to
session typing, and how this results in an extensible open type system with many features,
including support for manual typing proofs. We conclude this paper by giving an idea on
how the semantic approach made the mechanisation in Coq feasible.
By building on top of the Iris and Actris frameworks, we were able to inherit their libraries
for various programming constructs, such as locks and channels. These could be integrated
into the type system with little effort. By working in the Iris separation logic, we avoid
reasoning about explicit resources. Of crucial importance is Iris’s support for tactical proofs
in Coq [31, 29], which does not just make it possible to reason at the level of separation logic
in theory, but also in practice in Coq. Proofs in Coq are typically in the order of 5-20 lines
per semantic typing rule, which is a good indication that our approach is scalable.
Furthermore, by taking the foundational approach to the full extent—i.e., by modelling
type formers as combinators on semantic types—we are able to reuse Coq’s meta-level
variable binding for quantifiers. Our approach thus gives the same feeling of working with
higher-order abstract syntax [40], while being semantical instead of syntactical.
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